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ON THE ORDER OF HOLOMORPHIC CURVES WITH

MAXIMAL DEFICIENCY SUM

NOBUSHIGE TODA

1. Introduction

Let
/:

be a holomorphic curve from C into the n-dimensional complex projective space
Pn(C), where n is a positive integer, and let

(/i,

be a reduced representation of /. We then write /=[/ι, ••• , /Λ+ι]
For a vector a=(aίt ••• , an+1) in Cn+1, we write

n + l ( n + l } 1/2
(α, /)=Σα,/, and ||α||=j Σ \a,\'\ ,

3 = 1 1 . 7 = 1 J

and put
r n + l

ll Σ
1.7=1

Then we define as usual the characteristic function of / as follows.

T(r, /)= -

In addition, put
)— max

then

and we have

(1) T(r, /)—^— \ log U(reiθ)dθJrO(l) (see [1]).

We suppose that / is transcendental that is to say,
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— :
r— log r

We denote the order of / by p(f) and the lower order of / by μ(f\ respec-
tively :

It is said that / is of regular growth if p(f)=μ(f)
We write for a=(al9 •••, αn + 1) in Cn+1-{0} such that (α,

' β /)= and

Then we have

( 2 ) T(r, /)=ΛΓ(r, α, /)+m(r, α,

(the first fundamental theorem (see [13], p. 76)).
We call the quantity

N(r, α,
>(α, /)=!-—limsup-

,. . £m(r, a, /)
—lim mf—~~—ψ~

the deficiency of α with respect to /. It is easy to see that

by (2) since m(r, α, /)2^0. Put

then it is easy to see that Q<ίλ^n — l. We say that / is (linearly) non-
degenerate if λ=Q and that / is (linearly) degenerate if Λ>0.

It is well-known that / is non-degenerate if and only if the Wronskian
W(fι, •••, fn+i) of /!, •••, fn+1 is not identically equal to 0.

Let X be a subset of Cn+l— {0} in general position; that is to say, any
n+l vectors of X are linearly independent. Then it is well-known that the
following defect relation is easily obtained from the fundamental inequality of
H. Cartan ([!]):

The defect relation. If / is non-degenerate,

(3) Σ3(α, /)^n + l.
αejr

As a generalization of the case of meromorphic functions to holomorphic
curves, it is natural to ask the following problem:
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PROBLEM. What properties does / possess if the equality holds in (3)?

Our main purpose of this paper is to generalize the following well-known
result to holomorphic curves, which gives an answer to a special case of this
problem.

THEOREM A. Let f(z) be a transcendental meromorphic function of order
finite in the complex plane. If

3(oo,/)=! and Σ 3(α, /)=!

then f is of regular growth and the order of f(z) is a positive integer ([2], p.
299).

To prove Theorem A, the following result is essential.

THEOREM B. Let f(z) be as in Theorem A. Then for any a l f •••, aq<=C

Σm(r, ajt f)<m(r, l//') + 0(logr)
.7 = 1

(see [3], p. 89).

Our method to obtain a generalization of Theorem A is parallel to the case
of meromorphic functions. We shall first generalize Theorem B by using the
derived holomorphic curve introduced in [12] as an extension of the derivative
of meromorphic functions to holomorphic curves and then we shall give a
generalization of Theorem A.

The first attempt to extend Theorem A to holomorphic curves is the
following result due to Mori ([4]).

THEOREM C. Suppose that f is non-degenerate and p(/)< + °°. // there
exist αi, •••, aq (n-\-l<q< + oo) in X such that

(i) the order of N(r, a3, /) is smaller than p(f) for /=!, •••, n,

(ii) Σ«(α,,/)=n+l,

then p(f) is a positive integer.

Remark 1. If (i) and (ii) of this theorem hold, then δ(ajt /)—1 (7 = 1, •••, n}
(see [4], Remark 2).

We prepare several lemmas in Section 2 and give a generalization of
Theorem A for non-degenerate holomorphic curves in Section 3, which contains
Theorem C. In Section 4, we extend a result obtained in Section 3 to moving
targets. In Section 5, we treat the degenerate case.

We use the standard notation of the Nevanlinna theory of meromorphic
functions ([3], [6]).
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2. Lemma

We shall give some lemmas in this section for later use. Let / and X be
as in Section 1.

LEMMA 1. (a) T(r, /*//,)<T(r, /)+0(l) (kΦj) ([!]).
(b) For any a, b in X such that (a, /)^0 add (b,

r, (α,

LEMMA 2. // there are n+1 elements aίt ••• , αw +ι m J£ such that

3(α,,/)=l (/=!, -, n+1),

/ /s 0/ regular growth and p(f) is equal to either a positive integer or
infinity ([11], Theoreme 3).

Put for any a^X (/=!, ••• , n-fl)

=lm sup — ̂ r—
r^oo ^ {T , J )

(see [10], Definition 3). Then we have the followings.

LEMMA 3. ( I ) // ρ—p(f) ^s finite and non-integer,

(Π) // μίf)<ρ(f\ for any τΦ^ such that

-; --------- r ([11], Theoreme 4).. A ( -;
n 4 4£(r-H)-Hsιnπτ|

Note that / is not always non-degenerate in these two lemmas.
Suppose now that / is non-degenerate. Let d(z) be an entire function such

that the functions

fΓΊd (/=!,»•, n) and W(fl9 - , fΛ+l)/d

are entire functions without common zeros.

DEFINITION ([12]). We call the holomorphic curves induced by the mapping

the derived holomorphic curve of / and we write it by /* :

/*=[/?+1M -, fϊ+1/d, W(fl9 -, /»+ι
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Remark 2. When n=l, /* corresponds exactly to the derivative of the
meromorphic function fz/fi

Remark 3. The definition of /* does not depend on the choice of a
reduced representation of / (Proposition 1 ([12])).

LEMMA 4. When /o(/)<<χ>,

T(r, /*)£(n+l)Γ(r, /)-N(r, l/d)+0(logr)

(Lemma 3 ([12])).

In addition, /* has the following properties:

PROPOSITION 1 ([12]). (a) /* is transcendental, (b) p(f*)=p(f).
(c) /* is not always non-degenerate.

3. Non-degenerate case

Let /=[/ι, ••• , /n+i] and X be as in Section 1. We shall give a generali-
zation of Theorem A when / is non-degenerate in this section. We need
another lemma.

LEMMA 5. Suppose that f is non-degenerate and p(f)<°°. For any
αi, •••, aq (n+l^<7<c*>) of X, we have

(q-n-l}T(r, /)< Jj ΛΓ(r, α;, /)-N(r, W(/ι> - , /n+ι))+O(logr)

(see [1]).

Proof. We have only to change slightly the proof of the fundamental
inequality of Cartan ([1], p. 12-ρ. 15). We make use of the formula

—\ log F' "F<
W(f1, ,fn+1)

dθ

instead of the inequality

used in [1], where Fj=(ajf /).
Since the error term 5(r) used in [1] is equal to a finite sum of integrals

of the form
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W(h(, •", h'n)
or log* dθ+0(l)^ Σ ΣJm(r, -^-

where A, is a ratio of the form FJί/Fj2 Oι^;2), it is easy to see that

S(r)=0(logr) (r-co)

since A, is of order finite by Lemma 1 (b) and

m(r, A, (*VA,)=O(logr) (fe = l, - , n-1) (see [6]).

COROLLARY 1. Under the same condition as in Lemma 5, // ίAe equality holds
in (3), ίAen

. M r , l/W(fίf -,/n+1)) nlim —-τ=r;—7^ —^
T(r, /)

Let {βi, •••, en+1} be the standard basis of Cn+1 and put

^0={α=(fll, - » , αn + 1)

Since ^Γ is in general position,
We shall generalize Theorem B first.

THEOREM 1. Suppose that f is non-degenerate and ^0(/)<°o. For any
ΛI, ••• , αρ (1^^<°°) in X—XQ, we have the following inequality:

.7 = 1
, a,, f)^m(r, en+1, /*)+0(logr).

. We put

(α,, /)=F, (/=!,-, ^) and M(z)=max|//z)|
l^^^n

and for any z (^0) arbitrarily fixed, let

Then there is a positive constant /ί such that

(Lemma in [1], p. 11),

\FJk(z

and since the n-fl-th elements of α^ are different from zero,

(From now on we denote by /ί a positive number, which may be different
from each other in each case where it appears.)
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( I ) The case when u(z)^ \ F3l(z} \ .
Since \\f\\<LK\F3l(z)\ in this case, we have

(4)

(Π) The case when \FJl(z}\<u(z).
Since

in this case, we have

u(z} =PC
ϊA\F,k(z)\

\W(fl9 -,/n +ι)| IF^ F .̂

since (̂F ,̂ -, F,n+1)=cW(fίf •-., /n+1) (c^O, constant).
From (4) and (5) we obtain the inequality

^m(r,βn+ι, /*)+S(r, /),

where Σ is the summation taken over all combinations OΊ, ••• , /n+O
< .̂ ".^n + l)

chosen from {1, •••, ^7} and

S(r, /)= Σ m(r, ̂ ^^^ϋi -^n+i) V ^h'"^J'n+ι '

^O(logr)

as in the case of Lemma 5. Thus, our proof is complete.

COROLLARY 2. Let f be as in Theorem 1. Then we have

(6) -

TO f*) TO f*}
(7) Σ 3(α, /)^lim inf ^' J > ^limsup ^ J ;

αeΛr-^o r-oo y (r, /) r-oo y (r, /)

We can easily prove this corollary by Lemma 4 and Theorem 1.
Now, we can prove a generalization of Theorem A, which contains Theo-

rem C.
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that f is non-degenerate, /o(/)<oo and
(i) «(*„/)=! 0=1, -, *).

// £Λ0r0 e*ί's£ αj, ••• , αg (n+l^^^oo) in X such that

(ϋ)

/ is 0/ regular growth and p(f) is equal to a positive integer.

Proof. Suppose that X0 consists of alf •••, α*. Then, 0^/^n. By Corol-
lary 1, we have from (ii)

By (7) and (ii), we have

q

(9) l^n+1-/^ Σ δ(a,, /)^lim i- -̂y=ί+ι r-co T(r, /) r-oo T(r,

This relation (9) implies that /* is transcendental,

(10) P(f*)=p(f) and χ/*)=χ/).

From (8) and (9), we have

(11) ί(*n+l, /*)=!

and from ( i ) and (9)

(12) «(e,,/*)=l 0 = 1, -,n).

By Lemma 2, (10), (11) and (12) imply that / is of regular growth and ρ(f) is
a positive integer since the set {ej}"=ϊ is in general position.

COROLLARY 3. Suppose that f is non-degenerate and /o(/)<°°. // there are
αi, ••• , αc m X (n+l^q^co) such that

(i) 3(α,,/)=l 0=1, - ,π) ;

(ϋ) Σ^(α,, /)=n+l,

/ /s 0/ regular growth and p(f) is equal to a positive integer.

Proof. Put

and let M be the (n+l)X(w+l) matrix whose -th row is α; 0=1, ••• , w+1).
Then F!, •••, .Pn+ι are linearly independent and have no common zeros, M

is a regular matrix and

Let F be the holomorphic curve induced by (fΊ, ••-, Fn+ί); that is to say, F=
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[Fi, -,Fn+1]. Then

(13) T(r, F)=T(r, /)+0(l) ([1], p. 9),

and so F is transcendental, ρ(F)=p(f) and μ(F)=μ(f).

Put

Then, F is in general position, (α, /)=(&, F) and by (13)

(14) ί(α,/)=3(6,F),

where b^=aM~l (αeJf). Let r0={&er: the n+l-th element of 6=0} and put

Then, 6y=e, (; = 1, - , w+1), y0={«?ι, - , en} and by (14)
(i)' δ(bj, F)=l (; = 1, . . - , n);

Let P(z) be an entire function such that the functions

FΓVF, - , FS+1/F, ^(F17 - , Fn+1)/P

are entire functions without common zeros. Then,

Applying Theorem 2 to F and F, we have this corollary.

4. Extension

Let /=[/ι, •••, /n+i] be a transcendental holomorphic curve from C into
Pn(C). We use the same notation as in Section 1. Let S0(r, /) be any quantity
satisfying

S0(r, /)=o(T(r, /)) (r-oo)

and T7 the field consisting of meromorphic functions α in |^|<oo such that
T(r, fl)=Sβ(r, /).

Throughout the section we suppose that / is non-degenerate over Γ. Let

o / f \ _ ί j _ ί Λ „ ι . holomorphic curve from C into Pn(C)
bo(f)- \Λ~ \al9 - , fln+ιj . such that T(n ^4)=s0(r, /)

and let H be a subset of S0(f) in general position. It is clear that S0(f)l)Pn(C).
For A—[_aly ••-, αn+ι]eS0(/) we set
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Then, we have the following

PROPOSITION 2. (a) ak/a^Γ if α,=£0. (b) (A, /)=

Proof, (a) Applying Lemma 1 (a) to A, we have

T(r,

(b) Since there is at least one

(̂ > /) — fll / _ι_ . i gft+ι f
— y ι~r ~ 1 y n+i

is a linear combination of fι, ,fn+ι with /^-coefficients. As / is non-
degenerate over Γ, (A, /)/α^O. That is,

We put

which is non-negative as in Section 1 and independent of the choice of reduced
representations of / and A, and

N(r,A,f)=N(r,l/(A,f».

Then we have the first fundamental theorem:

T(r, f)=m(r, A, f)+N(r, A, /)+S0(r, /).

The defect of A with respect to / is defined as follows:

8(A, /)=liminf-m(r'^' /}

T(r, /)
which is equal to

r, Λ /)
l~limsup j

T(r,

by the first fundamental theorem. Then, Q<^
The defect relation ([9], see also [7]):

Similar to Problem in Section 1, we would like to know what properties /
has when the equality of the defect relation holds.

Concerning this, Mori ([5]) has recently proved the following

THEOREM D. Suppose that p(f) is finite and that

N(r, l//0=Sβ(r, /) and T(r, /,//ι)=Sβ(r, /) 0=2, - , n).
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// there exist Aίf ••• , Aq (n+l^^<oo) in H such that

Jld(Ajf /)=«+!,
.7 = 1

/ is of regular growth and p(f) is a positive integer.

The purpose of this section is to improve this theorem by applying the
idea used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 to the case of moving targets in
the usual way (see, for example, [7], [9], [5]). We need the following lemma.

LEMMA 6. For any A—\_alt ••• , απ+1] and B—[_blf ••• , bn+1J of SQ(f) such
that 0^0, 6ftΞ£θ, put (A, /)=F and (B, /)=G. Then,

T(r, J^L)£2nT(r, /)+S,(r,

Proof. Since

7 (n + l
J v-1 / / \r-H Σ (flv/fl j).

r, /)+Sβ(r, /)

by Lemma 1 (a) and Proposition 2 (a).

For A=[flι, •••, αn+ι] of //, let ajQ be the first element not identically
equal to zero. Then we put

and for (A, f)=F

Then, it is clear that AT is in general position and gj=aj/aJo&Γ by Prop-
osition 2 (a).

Put
#o=U=[>ι, •-, αn+Jeίί: flWi^O}.

Then we have

THEOREM 3. Suppose that p(f}<°° and that
(i) ί(e,,/)=l (/=!, -,n).
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// there exist Aίf ••• , Aq (n+l^^^oo) in H such that

(ii) ΣJ d(A3, /)=n+l,

ίte, / is of regular growth and ρ(f) is equal to a positive integer.

Proof. We may suppose without loss of generality that q^2n+l. If the
number of the set Q—{A^H: δ(A, /)>0} is not greater than 2n, we have
only to add a finite number of A<=H such that δ(A, /)— 0 to Q so that
q^2n+l. This does not affect our result.

Let ε be any positive number smaller than 1/4. Then, there exists a finite
number v (^2n+l) such that

(15) %δ(A,, /)>n+l-ε.
J = l

Put for /=!, •••, v

A,= la3l, ••• , α,n+1] and ̂ -(̂  - , £,n+1).

For any integer />, let V(/>) be the vector space generated by

Π Π*#' * } : Σ31 Σ/>0, A)^ί, ίO, ^)^0 and integer
= l J = l k = l J=l

over C and

Then, V(p) is a subspace of V(p+Y) and

liminf

since d(p)^((n+1^+ p) (see [8], see also [9]).

Note that any element of V(p) belongs to Γ since
Let p be so large that the following inequality holds :

(16) </(/>+l)Mί)<l+β/(n + l).

Let
bι, -" , haw, &<z(p)+ι, ••• , bd(p+D

be a basis of V(p+l) such that

bit '" , bd(p)

form a basis of V(/>). Then, it is clear that the functions

{btfk:t=l, -,d(ί+l);fe = l, -,n+l}

are linearly independent over C. We put for convenience
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Then, we can prove the following inequality as in [7] :

(17) N(r, l/W)+d(p)(v-n-imr, /)

r, A3y f)+(n+l){d(p+l)-d(p)}T(r, /)+Sβ(r,

since p(f)<°° and logr— Sβ(r, /).
We put

(18) U*/)=£ 0 = 1, -,»)•

Suppose without loss of generality that #0 consists of AI, ••• , At. Then,
0^/^n. Let £ be a point of C— {0}. We rearrange {^}J=l+ι as follows.

i^w i ̂  !#,(*) i s - ^ ι£n(*) i ̂  - ^i^ωi,
where l+l^jl9 •••, jv-ι^v.

From now on we use S(z, /) as a non-negative function defined on C such
that

which may be different from each other in each case when it appears.
It is easy to see by a simple calculation that for k^

(19) U

and that for k=l, ••• , v—l

(20) \

where U(z)= max i/X^)|. We then have the following:

d ( p ) / n I I f l i \ d ( P > / υ-ί I I f I I \ d ( p )

from (19) since Aj^HciS0(f) and ί/^||/||g(n+l)1/2ί/. We put

It then holds that

(22) l/»
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since djn+13=Q for any A^H—HQ.

( I ) The case when u(z)^\Ph(z)\. In this case, from (22)

| | f \ \
and we have

(Π) The case when \Ph(z)\<u(z). In this case, from (22) for k=l

and we have

(24) (ft

Now, jf*^, ••• , Pjn+1 are linearly independent over Γ and it is easy to see
that

are linearly independent over C. From (18), these functions can be represented
as linear combinations of

with constant coefficients:

where Z>! is a (n+l)d(i+l)X(n+l)d(/>) matrix whose elements are constants.
The rank of Dl is equal to (n+ΐ)d(p). Let D2 be a

matrix consisting of constant elements such that the matrix

ΰ=[AΛ]
is regular. Put

(Gi, •••, GL)=(&I/I, £2/1, •••, b<np+1)fn+ι)D2,

where L=(n+l){d(ί+l)~ί/(ί)}, then

(bιFjlf ••• , b<κp)Fjn+1, GI, •••, GL)=(&I/I, ••• , ^d(p+ι)/

from which we obtain

(25) TFCh, - , jn+jsWfaF^ •- , GL)=(det/W

where Wr=»Γ(61/ι, -, &d(p+n/»+ι).
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We then have from (25)

=\W(j\, .-, j,tl)| ___ _! __

" |PF| |detz?l ' "

\W\ ΊMV&Λ Gd

since I G/z)|£S(z, /)£/(*) (/=!,-, L), |£n+l(z)|£S(z, /)ί/(z) and £/(z)£
S(z, /)w(z) in this case. Note that 6,eΓ and detD^O.

Further, by using the inequalities for j=l, ••• , L

T(r, Gj/bJ^nTir, /)+S,(r, /),

which we can prove as in Lemma 6 since bt^Γ (l^ί^d(p+l)), and by Lemma
6, we have

(27) w d θ - O t o r}

as usual (see [1]) since /o(/)<oo.
From (21), (23), (24), (26) and (27), we have

(28) rf(^ Σ+ιm(r, ̂ , /)^ l o g + - - -- ( -------------- </0 +S0(r, /) .

Let g(z) be a meromorphic function such that the functions

+υ 0 = 1, - , n ) and — ̂ r-^

are entire functions without common zeros.
We put

/i*— -—(/ )(» + i ) d ( P + i) ... _(y )(n +

L s &

Then, we have the inequality

(29) T(r, Λ*)^(n+l)d(ί+l)T(r, /)+S0(r, /)

(cf. Lemma 4) by using the inequality

d(p + l)

W% g)<(n+l}d(p+ϊ) Σ N(r, 6,)=S.(r,/).

From (28) and (29), we have the following as in the case of (7):
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.. . .T(r, A*)
(30) d(p){ Σ δ(A3, /)}^lim

U=Z fl J r-»

and from (15), (16) and (17) we have

(31) lim s u p ^ < 2 e d(p) .
r-co 1 (r, J-)

From (30) with (15) and 0^/^n we have as in the case of (10)

X/)=p(A*) and μ(f)=μ(h*).

Suppose further that p(f) is not an integer. Let ε satisfy

0<4e<min{l, \smπp\/(2.2p+\$mπp\/ΐ)},

where ρ—ρ(f}. By the hypothesis (i), (15), (30) and (31)

n$N(r,e,, A*) 2s

(32)

since ε<l/4. This inequality contradicts with Lemma 3 ( 1 ) . This shows that
p(f) must be an integer. Due to Corollaire 1 in [11], μ(h*) is positive, since

d(e3) /z*)>0 (; = 1, - . . , n+1)

by the hypothesis (i), (15), (30) and (31). This implies that p(f) is a positive
integer.

Suppose next that / is not of regular growth. Let ε satisfy

| s inπτ |n A ί i ^H"1 smπτ0 <4ε < mm 4 1, max - ----- tI /^r^o n 4.4e(τ+l)+|smπτ

where μ=μ(f) and p = p(f). Then, as in the case of (32), we have

which contradicts with Lemma 3 (Π) since p(f)=p(h*), μ(f)=μ(h*). This
shows that / must be of regular growth.

Our proof is complete.

5. Degenerate case

Let /, X and λ be as in Section 1. Throughout the section we suppose
that

LEMMA 7. Let aίf ••• , an+ι be any n+1 elements of X and put
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(a,, /)=F, (/=!, •-, 72+1).

77ι0n, f/iβ holomorphic curve F induced by (Fίf ••• , Fn+ί) is transcendental. Fur-
ther, if we put

V'= {(dl9 - , dn

then dim V'=λ.

Proof. Since it is known ([!]) that

T(r, F)=T(r,

it is trivial that F is transcendental since so is /.
Let M be the (n+l)X(n+l) matrix whose -th row is α,. Then, M is

regular and

It is clear that for F= {αeCn+1: (α, /)=0}

αeF if and only if

and /ί^dim F^dim V.

By the definition of λ, there are n + 1— λ functions in {flf ••• , /n+ι} which
are linearly independent over C. We suppose without loss of generality that
fiy •••, /n+i-j i are linearly independent over C. Then fn+ι-λ, •••, /n+ι can be
represented as linear combinations of /i, ••• , fn+ι-λ with constant coefficients.
Put

U^z}^ max |/,ωi.
i^ ^w + i-J?

We then have the following.

PROPOSITION 3. T(r, /).=7^-f2ir

Z7Γ Jo

Proof. It is trivial that

(33)

On the other hand, since f n + 2 - λ , ~ ' , f n + ι are linear combinations of
/i, •"> fn+i-ϊ with constant coefficients, we have

(34) U

where K is a positive constant. From (1), (33) and (34) we have our result.

From now on we put

n-λ=l
for simplicity.
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For any a— (a1} ••• , an+ί) of Cn+ί such that (α, /)=£(), there exists only one
vector α'=(αί, ••• , a'l+1, 0, - , 0) of Cn+1 such that

(a, /)=(α', /)

since /z+2, ••• , /π+i can be uniquely represented as linear combinations of
fiy '" , fι+ι with constant coefficients. We map α to a'. In this mapping, we
put

LEMMA 8. ( I ) The number of vectors of X'Q is at most n.
(Π) For any vectors aJlf •••, aJm (l^m^l) of X—Xi such that a'3l, •••, αjm are
linearly independent over C, we can choose eτι, - , ell+1_m from {eίt -- , βι}
such that

e'tl, -, eίl+1_m, a'3l, •», a'Jm

are linearly independent over C .
(ffl) T/zβre is a subset Xg of X'g such that #XS<*λ and such that (*) from any
n+1 vectors aίt - , an+ί of X—X'd, we can find l+l vectors aJlf •••, djl+1 for
which

(aJl9 /), -, (αJl+1, /)

βr^ linearly independent over C and an+2, ••• , «Jn+1 <^ύ> n<9ί belong to X'Q.

Proof. (I) Suppose that X'Q contains n + 1 vectors 61, •••, 671+1- Put

By Lemma 7, there are /+! functions (say, GI, ••• , G ί+ι) in {Gi, ••• , Gn+1] and
linearly independent over C. There is a regular matrix 5 such that

'(Glf -, Gl+i)=S'(/i, -,/ι + ι)-

On the other hand,

where
&;=(&ίlf -,ftί l, 0, -,0) 0 = 1, -, n+l).

This means that the /+l-th column of B is 0 and B is not regular.
This is a contradiction. X'ϋ contains at most n vectors.

(Π) This is because the rank of mX(/+l) matrix whose k-th row is a')k is
equal to m.
(ffl) J?i'=0 when XS^0. Otherwise, let Xi={blf - , bp} (l^p^n\ B' the
pχ(l+l) matrix whose /-th row is bj and shrank 5X. Then l<;s^min(/>, /+!).
We may suppose without loss of generality that 6ί+1, •••, 6^ are linearly inde-
pendent over C. Then, k<λ. In fact, for any bp+l, ••• , 6n+1eJΪ— A"0, there are
/+! linearly independent vectors in {6J, ••• , 6ή+ι} and so it must be
l+l. That is, k^λ. Put
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XS={blf -,&*}•

Then, it is easy to see that X&' has the desired property (*).

LEMMA 9. Suppose that fίf ••• , fί+1 (l=n—λ) are linearly independent over
C and /0(/)<oo. Then for any aίf ••• , aq (n + l^<?<<>3) of X—X'd, we have

±m(r, a,, /)£(n+l)T(r, f)+λ^N(r, ej} /)-(Jl+l)tf(r, W)+O(logr),
.7=1 .7=1

u /iere W=W(fl, -, /ί+1).

Proo/. Put
(α,, f)=F, (/=!, -,<?).

For any z (Φϋ), let

be the least n+1 values of { Fj(z)\\q

]=ί and let F)n+ί(z)\, ••• , \FJq(z)\ be others.
For a positive constant K, it holds that

and

as in Proof of Theorem 1, since U(z)^\\f(z)\\^(n + lY

« 11/11

). At the point z

^

where we suppose without loss of generality that FJlf ~- , Fn+1 are linearly
independent over C and FH (/=/+2, ••• , n+ϊ) do not belong to Xί by Lemma 8
(ffl). Integrating both sides of this inequality from zero to 2π with respect to
θ (z=reiθ\ we have this lemma as in Lemma 5, since for /=/+2, •••

_
— Jl " /

W(fl9

THEOREM 4. Suppose that flt ••• , /z + i αr^ linearly independent over C and
/0(/)<°° ^^^ di, - , aq (w+^+l^^<oo) 6β αn^ elements of X such that
XHΓ\ {«ι, •••, αj = ftti, •••, α / f e } .

(35) Σ3 m(r, α,, /)

, l/»0+0(logr),

where W=W(flt ••• , fι+1) and X'ύ is the set obtained in Lemma 8 (ffi).
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Further if δ(ejf /)=! 0 = 1, •••,/), then

(36) Σδ(α,, /)^n + l+Σ<5(α,, f)^
j = l j = l

Proof. We first note that 0<k<λ by Lemma 8 (ffl). Applying Lemma 9
to {α*+ι, ••• , αj, we have

(37) Σ m(r, α,, /)
.7=*+!

Adding Σ*=ι^w(n «j, /) to both sides of (37), using

m(r, α,, /)^T(r,

, ~Γ)+O(logr).

and noting ^^^, we have (35).
If δ(ejf /)=! O'=l, •'• , 0, then from (37) we have

Σ

Adding Σ?-ι^(«j, /) to both sides of this inequality, we obtain (36).

COROLLARY 4. Suppose that /Ί, •••, fι+ί are linearly independent over C,
p(f)<oo and that
(i) δ(ejf f)=l 0 = 1, -,/)-

// there exist aly ••• , aq (w+^+l^g^oo) in X such that

(ϋ) ΣM(α,,/)=n+M-l
3 = 1

and such that
X^Γ\{all -•- , αj — {αi, ••• , α j f e } ,

then
(a) k=λ and d(a}9 /)=! 0 = 1, - , Λ)

Proof, (a) From the hypothesis (ii) and (36), we have

so that we have
k=λ and δ(α^, /)=! 0 = 1, » , ^).

(b) From (35) of Theorem 4 and the hypothesis (i), we have
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so that by the hypothesis (ii) we obtain

ΓN(r,l/W)
hm—7=7—TV——0.
T-oo T(r, /)

Suppose that /Ί, •••, fi+1 are linearly independent over C. Let /* be the
holomorphic curve induced by the mapping

where W=W(fίt •••, ft+1) is the Wronskian of /Ί, •••, fι+ί.
Note that there is an entire function d(z) such that the functions f j + l / d

(/— 1, ••-, /) and W/d have no common zeros.
Let {βi, •••, et+ι} be the standard basis of Cl+1. Then, we have

THEOREM 5. Suppose that /o(/)<°o. For any αυ •••, aq (n + l^^<°°) in
X—XQ, we have

Σm(r, α,, /)^W+l)m(r, e l+i, /*)+O(logr).

Proof. Put

(α;^ /)==F7 (7 — !, •••, (7) and

For any z (^0) arbitrarily fixed, let

Then

(see Lemme in [1], p. 11),

and since the /+l-th elements of vectors a'j are different from zero,

,^\\ (* = 1, -, q).

( I ) The case when u(z)^ \F3l(z) \ .
Since \\f(z)\\^K\F3l(z)\ in this case, we have

(38)(38)

(Π) The case when IF^
We can find linearly independent / functions from {FJίf •••, F;n} including FJΓ

Let //! (=F,1), •••, Ht (\H1(z)\^\H2(z)\^ - ^ \ H ι ( z ) \ ) be those "functions and

{F3λ, ••• , FJn} — \H!, -" , HI} — {Hι+lf -" , Hn} .
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Then, since Hι^X—X'Q, we have

Let elQ be a vector in {elf ••• , ej such that

eίβ, ftί,, - , δί,

are linearly independent over C (see Lemma 8 (Π)), where

(bjk, f)=Hk (* = 1, - . , / ) .

Then, for a non-zero constant c

W(flo,Hl, - , Hl)=cW(fί, -,/ l+1).

We put W r=W r(/ I, -, /,+l). Then,

\flίs Hl Hl\

and for k—l+ί, ••• , n

(40)

since

αi ^
^ '

*+ ) I and if |/

., -,fι,Hk)\
~\Ht\ \W\\Hk\

= \W\ I/, •••/,.#»

By using (38), (39), (40), (41) and the following inequality

we obtain the inequality

ΣJm(r, aj} /)^(Jί+l)m(r, ei+1, /*)+0(logr)

since /0(/)<°°.

COROLLARY 5. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 5, u/0

(42)
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(43)

We can prove this corollary by Theorem 5 and Lemma 4 as in the case of
Corollary 2 in Section 3.

THEOREM 6. Suppose that flt •••, fί+l are linearly independent over C,
p(f)<oo and that
(i) 8(e,,f)=l 0=1, . » , / ) .

// there exist aίf ••• , aq (n+λ+l^q^oo) in X such that

(ϋ) Σδ(aJ9f)=n+λ+lf.7 = 1

then f is of regular growth and p(f) is equal to a positive integer.

Proof. By Lemma 8(1), X'0 contains at most n vectors. We may suppose
without loss of generality that

X{={α l f -, ap\ (Q<p^n).

Then from the hypothesis (ii), we have

(44) λ+l^n+λ+l-p^ Σ δ(ajtf).
;=p + l

(43) and (44) imply that

(45) /t>(/)=/o(/*) and μ(f)=μ(f*).

The hypothesis (i), (43) and (44) imply that

(46) δ(e,, /*)=! 0 = 1, -,/)•

Further, Corollary 4 (b), (43) and (44) imply that

(47) δ(el+1, /*)=!.

By Lemma 2, (45), (46) and (47) imply that / is of regular growth and p(f)
is equal to a positive integer.

As in Corollary 3, we have the following

COROLLARY 6. Suppose that p(f )<<*>. If there exist aί} , aq (n+λ+1
^q<oo) in X such that

(i) 3(α,,/)=l 0=1, -, n\

(ii) Σ«(α,, f)=n+λ+l,
J = l

then f is of regular growth and p(f) is equal to a positive integer.
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